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1 Overview:

This provides installation and operation instructions for the 3rd generation version of the
HACman (High Altitude Compensation, manual) kit used to control the fuel mixture of float
carburetor equipped engines.
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2 Background:

The HACman is a device that allows the operator to control the fuel/air mixture of a float
carburetor equipped engine by turning a knob. The current HACman is the 3rd major version of
the device. The 3rd generation HACman has a more compact and light weight body with
anodized finish on all of the aluminum parts. The plastic pipe fittings have been upgraded to oring sealed brass pneumatic fittings for more secure and consistent plumbing of hoses. The
proprietary internal components have also been redesigned to generate smoother and more
consistent results.

Figure 1 - HACman Versions
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3 HACman Parts Lists
3.1 Kit Contents:

This section describes the contents of the HACman Gen 3 kit.
Ref #
001
002
003
004
005
006

Qty
1
12
1
1
14
1

Part Number
2001-ASM-1001-00
2001-PRT-1013-00
2001-ASM-1021-00
2001-PRT-1019-00
2001-PRT-1024-00
2001-PRT-1027-00

Description
Valve Assembly, HACman, Gen 3
3/16" ID x 5/16" OD Polyurethane Line 85A
Bulkhead Manifold Assembly
Tee Connector, for 3/16" Tube ID
Constant Tension Hose Clamp, 7 mm Inside Diameter
Hex Key, 1/16"

Table 1 - HACman Kit Contents

001

002

003

005

004

006

Figure 2 – HACman Kit Contents
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4 Installation Instructions:
4.1 Mounting the manifold:

The HACman manifold is where all the pressure lines come together. It also acts as a bulkhead
pass through with seal for applications that have a firewall between the engine and the operator.

4.1.1

Making hole for manifold mounting:

If mounting on a firewall, make a ¾” diameter hole in the firewall at a location that will allow the
four (4) pressure lines to be routed without sharp bends or risk of chafing on any other object. It
is also important that the pressure on the engine side of this firewall be close to the pressure
that the engine air filter(s) might be operating in. A large difference in pressure between these
two locations may alter the performance characteristics of the HACman. Locating the manifold
in a place that can easily be observed during preflight will also aide in ensuring everything is in
working order.

Figure 3 - Firewall Pass-Through Hole

4.1.2

Mount manifold:

Place the ¾” o-ring onto the manifold and install the manifold in the ¾” diameter hole made in
the firewall so that the filter is located on the engine side of the firewall. Place the ¾” ID washer
onto the manifold on the operator side of the firewall and secure with the cotter pin in the
tightest fitting hole placed in the manifold. The o-ring should form a seal between the engine
compartment and operator. If the thickness of the firewall is such that a snug fit is not obtained,
¾” ID shims (not included) should be added between the washer and firewall. Refer to Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - Manifold Installed in Firewall

4.1.3

Non-firewall mounting:

If no firewall is present, mount the manifold in a low vibration area near the engine where the air
pressure is close to the pressure the air filter(s) might be operating in. A ¾” ID p-clip (not
included) is one option for securing the manifold.

4.2 Mounting the valve body:

The HACman valve body is designed to mount in a panel through a 5/8” clearance hole. It
should be placed at a low vibration location where the operator can reach easily, but where the
knob will not be accidently adjusted.
•
•

•
•
•

Make a 5/8” hole in the panel in a low vibration area accessible to the operator.
With the supplied hex key, loosen the set screw on the side of the red HACman knob. It
is not necessary to remove the set sew completely, but rather just enough to remove the
knob from the shaft.
Remove the HACman knob and set it aside. Be careful not to lose the set screw that
was loosened in the previous step.
Remove the panel nut from the HACman valve body.
Place the HACman valve body through the 5/8” hole made in the panel from the back
side of the panel. Secure the HACman valve body in the panel with the panel nut so that
at least one of the two hose fittings is at a low point. This orientation allows any fluids
that condense in the system to be visible in the lines rather than accumulate inside the
valve body. Refer to acceptable orientations in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Acceptable Mounting Orientation

Figure 6 - Not Acceptable Orientation.

•

Install the HACman knob onto the shaft so that the set screw is aligned with the flat
section on the shaft. Tighten the set screw onto the shaft with the provided hex key.
Ensure the knob is secure.

4.3 Plumbing:

Figure 8 provides an overview of the HACman plumbing. It is important to make all connections
correctly for the HACman to function. This section describes each connection, but every
installation may be different. At the engine there will be one connection to access manifold
pressure in the case of 4-stroke engines, or the carburetor venturi in the case of 2-stroke
engines. There will also be connections at the carburetor(s) to access float bowl pressure. Bing
64 carburetors have one port per carburetor. Bing 54 carburetors have 2 ports per carburetor.

Manifold Pressure
Float Bowl Pressure
Air Box of Air Filter

Figure 7 - HACman Plumbing Schematic Overview
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Manifold pressure source:

Add or locate a place where manifold pressure can be accessed using one of the three sets of
instructions that follows depending on the engine type:
•

•
•

HKS 700E and very early Rotax 912 use a balance tube between the two intakes.
Splice into this tube at a suitable location and install a reducing tee (not included) that
can interface with the supplied 3/16” ID tubing. Make sure all connections are clamped
and secure.
Most Rotax 912 have a manifold pressure sensor tube. Connect directly to this 3/16” ID
line or tee into it a tee. Make sure all connections are clamped and secure.
Jabiru engines can use a port on the Bing 64 carburetor on the bottom / engine side of
the carburetor. This port is normally blocked off with a screw. Refer to Figure 8. Remove
the screw and connect the provided 3/16” ID tubing. Make sure all connections are
clamped and secure.

Figure 8 - Manifold Pressure Port for Jabiru Applications

•
•

4.3.2

All other engines consult with GSA or your engine supplier for the best means to
access manifold pressure.
Connect the other end of the tubing from the manifold pressure source to the port on the
HACman manifold FARTHEST away from the filter (or 90 degree air box fitting in case of
Jabiru kits) on the manifold. Make sure all connections are clamped and secure. Make
sure the tubing is routed and secured so that that movement or heat from the engine or
accessories does not damage the tubing. Use protective sleeve (not supplied) if
necessary to prevent abrasion. Make sure the line is not pinched or kinked anywhere.

Float bowl pressure:

Connect a length of the supplied 3/16” ID tubing to each float bowl vent fitting of the
carburetor(s). Connect all float bowl vent tube lengths together with tees. Orientate tees so that
the perpendicular branch is going toward the HACman manifold, and the two opposite branches
going to the different float bowl vent fittings. This will help to ensure equal pressure is supplied
to the different float bowls. Route a length of the supplied 3/16” ID tubing from this tee (or the
carburetor float bowl vent fitting in case or single carburetor) to the fitting on the HACman
manifold CLOSEST to the filter installed in the HACman manifold (or 90 degree air box fitting in
case of Jabiru kits). Make sure all connections are clamped and secure. Make sure the tubing is
routed and secured so that that movement or heat from the engine or accessories does not
™
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damage the tubing. Use protective sleeve (not supplied) if necessary to prevent abrasion. Make
sure the line is not pinched or kinked anywhere.

4.3.3

Air Box or Air Filter Connection

4.3.4

Valve body connections:

4.3.5

Quality checks:

Connect a length of the supplied 3/16” ID tubing to the 90 degree fitting on the bottom / side of
the HACman manifold and connect the other end to the engine’s air box or air filter with a
suitable fitting.
Connect the two fittings on the HACman body to the remaining two fittings on the HACman
manifold. It does not matter which way these two fittings are connected. Make sure all
connections are clamped and secure. Make sure the tubing is routed and secured so that that
movement or heat from the engine or accessories does not damage the tubing. Use protective
sleeve (not supplied) if necessary to prevent abrasion. Make sure the line is not pinched or
kinked anywhere.
Have another mechanic or knowledgeable person who was not involved in the installation
complete the “Annual / 100 Hour Checklist” provided in Appendix B of this instruction to double
check your work.
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5 Operating Instructions:
5.1 ALWAYS DO:
•
•
•
•

ALWAYS perform the Preflight Checklist found in Appendix A of this manual before
starting the engine.
ALWAYS perform a Function Check found in Appendix D of this manual before each
flight.
ALWAYS return the HACman to full rich (clockwise all the way) before adjusting engine
throttle settings.
ALWAYS make sure the HACman friction adjuster is set to provide some resistance to
the mixture control knob turning on its own.

5.2 NEVER DO:
•
•
•

NEVER adjust the power / throttle settings of the engine with the HACman in a lean
condition. Doing so may make the engine STOP. See ALWAYS DO.
NEVER skip Preflight Checklist found in Appendix A of this manual before starting the
engine.
NEVER skip the Function Check found in Appendix D of this manual before each flight.

5.3 Making Mixture Adjustments with the HACman:

The HACman has two simple operator controls; the mixture adjustment knob itself, and the
friction adjuster. The mixture knob is used to adjust the mixture and the friction adjuster is used
to adjust how much force it takes to move the mixture knob.

Mixture Knob

Friction Adjuster
Figure 9 - HACman Operator Controls

5.3.1

Using the Friction Adjuster

5.3.2

Using the Mixture Knob

Turn the friction adjuster clockwise (tighten) to increase friction so that the mixture knob does
not turn on its own from vibration. Turn the fiction adjuster counter-clockwise (loosen)) to reduce
friction to make adjustments more freely. The friction should be adjusted so that there is
resistance to the mixture knob turning on its own, but so that the operator can make intended
adjustments.
5.3.2.1 Full Rich
The full rich position should be your default positon. Turn the mixture knob all the way in
(clockwise). Adjust the friction adjuster if needed.
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5.3.2.2 Leaning
Leaning reduces the fuel flowing through the jets of the carburetor at a given condition. Do this
by turning the mixture knob of the HACman counter clockwise slowly while observing engine
RPM and EGT. If the mixture was previously set rich of peak, the RPM and EGT will both
increase as the mixture knob is turned counter clockwise. DO NOT EXCEDE
MANUFACTURER’S OPERATING LIMITS FOR THE ENGINE. When the mixture is near peak,
the RPM and EGT will not change much. When the mixture is lean of peak, the RPM and EGT
will reduce as the mixture knob is turned counter clockwise. At a point, leaning will cause the
mixture to become too lean and misfire will occur. Consult the operating limitations set by your
engine manufacturer on what is an acceptable mixture. Some engines are designed to operate
at peak or lean of peak, and some are not.
Always return the HACman to the full rich position prior to making power / throttle changes.
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6 Maintenance:
6.1 Mixture Knob Remove and Replace
6.1.1
•
•

6.1.2
•
•

Mixture Knob Removal:

Loosen the set screw with the supplied 1/16” Hex Key.
With the set screw loosened, the mixture knob should slide off the end of the shaft.

Mixture Knob Replace:

Slide mixture knob onto the shaft while paying aligning the flat on the shaft with the set
screw location on the knob.
Keeping the set screw of the known aligned with the flat on the shaft, tighten the set
screw with the supplied 1/16” Hex Key.

6.2 Friction Adjuster Remove and Replace
6.2.1
•
•
•

6.2.2
•
•

6.2.3
•
•
•
•

Friction Adjuster Removal:

Remove the mixture knob according to the Mixture Knob Removal instructions.
Loosen and remove the friction adjuster from the valve body.
Remove the friction o-ring from the shaft.

Friction Adjuster Inspection:

Inspect for and remove any moisture, dirt, grease, or oil from the inside of the adjuster,
shaft, and o-ring.
Inspect condition of o-ring. Replace if necessary. Replacement are available from GSA.

Friction Adjuster Replace:

Ensure the o-ring, adjuster, shaft, and threads of body are all clean and dry.
Install o-ring onto shaft and seat against body.
Place friction adjuster over shaft and thread onto body. Tighten with finger pressure only.
Replace mixture knob according to Mixture Knob Replace procedure.

6.3 Barbed Fitting Remove and Replace

There are 5 straight and 1 elbow barb to 10-32 fittings in the HACman kit; 2 on the valve body,
and 4 on the manifold. This same set of procedures applies to all 6 locations.

6.3.1
•

6.3.2
•
•
•
•

6.3.3
•
•
•

Fitting Removal:

Use a 5/16” wrench or socket to loosen and remove the fitting.

Fitting Inspection:

Clean and remove Loctite from threads of fitting.
Inspect condition of the o-ring seal.
Clean out the inside diameter of the fitting with compressed air.
Inspect and remove any dirt or debris from the inside diameter of the fitting.

Fitting Replace:

Ensure the threads of the fittings and the hole are clean and dry.
Apply a drop of Loctite 222 on the male threads of the fitting. Ensure excess Loctite does
not get inside the part.
Install the fitting with a 5/16” socket. Torque to 15 in-lb.
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6.4 HACman Plumbing Inspection

Each HACman installation may have different locations and lengths of tubing and different
numbers of connections. Each section of tubing or connection should be inspected according to
the following sections. In general there will be a minimum set of sections as follows with their
associated connections:
•
•
•

6.4.1

Manifold pressure source to HACman manifold.
Float bowl pressure access to HACman manifold. The number of connections varies
according to engine type.
HACman mixture adjuster to HACman manifold (x2)

HACman Tubing Inspection

Inspect each section of tubing for the following:
•

•
•
•

6.4.2

Check for and remove blockages in the tubing. There should be nothing inside the lines
under normal use. However, it is possible for vapor to condense and puddle, forming a
blockage. These should be removed/drained.
Check for and remove kinks in the tubing.
Check for abrasions, burns, or cuts in the tubing and replace all damaged sections.
Check for cracked or hardened sections of tubing. The tubing should be flexible.
Replace all hardened or cracked section of tubing.

HACman Connections Inspection

Inspect each tubing connection for the following:
•
•
•
•

Make sure the tubing if pushed onto each fitting all the way.
Make sure each connection is securely clamped.
Make sure clamps are not cracked or corroded. Replace cracked or corroded clamps.
Make sure the end of the tubing is visible and extends past the edge of the clamp. Adjust
the position of the clamp if necessary.
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7 Appendix A: Preflight Checklist

The following checks should be performed prior to every use of the HACman:
•

•
•

Inspect HACman tubing is secure at:
o Manifold pressure source;
o Carburetor(s);
o HACman manifold (4 places); and
o HACman valve body (2 places).
Inspect HACman tubing for no visible blockage or fluid build-up.
Set the HACman mixture adjustment knob to full rich position, and tighten friction
adjustment appropriately to prevent the mixture knob from leaning on its own.
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8 Appendix B: Annual / 100 Hours Checklist

The following checks should be performed the earliest of either once per year or once per 100
hours of operation. For example, someone who uses the HACman 600 hours per year would
perform this checklist 6 times. A person who uses the HACman 50 hours per year would
perform this checklist 1 time per year.
•
•
•

Perform HACman Plumbing Inspection procedure. Replace sections of tubing or clamps
as required.
Remove and inspect the HACman manifold air filter and restricted orifice. Inspect for and
remove any blockages. Reinstall.
Remove and inspect the HACman friction adjuster. Reinstall.
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9 Appendix C: Troubleshooting
9.1 Nothing happens when adjusting the HACman mixture knob
•

•

If the HACman was working and now it is not, proceed to the next step. If this is the first
function check, the restricted orifice may need to be changed to a smaller size. Contact
GSA for a replacement: http://gsatech.store/contact-us/
Perform HACman Plumbing Inspection procedure. Address all issues.

9.2 The engine runs rough or quits when the HACman mixture knob is opened
•
•
•

If the HACman was working and now it is not, proceed to the next step.
Inspect lines and fittings for blockages or leaks.
Review connections between hoses and fittings and ensure proper routing.

9.3 The HACman tubes are filling with fluid
•
•

Inspect lines and fittings for blockages or leaks. Clear any blockage.
If lines or fittings are not blocked, the issue is likely within the carburetor. Start with
checking the float bowl level adjustment.

9.4 The HACman mixture knob moves on its own
•
•

Adjust the friction adjuster tighter by turning it clockwise.
Remove the friction adjuster according to the Friction Adjuster Remove and Replace
Procedure found in the Maintenance section of this manual and inspect for any signs of
grease, oil or other moisture. Inspect the o-ring for damage. Replacements are available
from GSA. Clean and dry all parts and reassemble.
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10 Appendix D: Function Check
10.1 Function check:

A function check is needed prior to every flight with the HACman system to ensure the HACman
is operating as expected. To performance this function check the engine needs to be able to be
run at least to a high idle to low cruise power setting. Doing this check at the same point as
doing ignition checks is advised. The engine will be more sensitive to HACman adjustments at
this lower power setting, but it should be able to be cracked open at least some without issue.
1. Review and become familiar with the HACman Operating Instructions found in this
manual if you have not done so already.
2. Complete preflight checklist for the HACman provided in Appendix A and any other
applicable pre-flight checks.
3. Ensure the HACman is in the full rich (turned all the way in) position, and the friction
adjuster is adjusted to provide some resistance against the mixture knob moving on its
own.
4. Start the engine and warm up according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
5. Increase throttle to at least a high idle or low cruise condition. If possible, set a normal
cruise power setting. Using the same power setting used to perform ignition (“mag”)
checks is a good point to use.
6. Lock the throttle, and slowly open the HACman valve by turning counter clockwise
approximately ¼” turn at a time while observing engine RPM and EGT. You should start
to see a change in both RPM and EGT. DO NOT EXCEDE MANUFACTURER’S
OPERATING LIMITS FOR THE ENGINE. If you do not see a change in RPM or EGT by
3 complete turns. Something may be not working as expected. DO NOT FLY. Refer to
troubleshooting steps in Appendix C. If the engine runs poorly or if RPM or EGT
changes rapidly with less than ¼ turn of leaning. Return the HACman to full rich
immediately and refer to trouble shooting steps in Appendix C.
7. ALWAYS RETURN THE HACMAN TO FULL RICH BEFORE CHANGING THROTTLE
SETTINGS. When the throttle is moved, manifold pressure changes and the effects from
the HACman change. So closing the throttle while the HACman is lean will make the
mixture leaner. The engine may stop. With the HACman full rich and installed correctly, it
is as if it was not installed.
8. If you have observed changes in RPM and EGT by adjusting the HACman knob,
congratulations! It’s working. Refer to the Operating Instructions in this manual for
making adjustments to the sensitivity of adjustment to meet your preference.
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